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City to hear
parking
proposals

Spartans fall in home opener

Panel favors closing San Carlos

Long Beach State fullback Alfred Rowe eludes Spartan defensive end Kerry
Ford for a portion of his 65 yards rushing in the 49ers 22 21 come from behind
win over SJSU last Saturday night at Spartan Stadium. Long Beach State

Kurt Kopp
quarterback Todd Dillon threw for a school record 453 yards to boost the 49ers
into a first place PCAA tie with Fresno State at 20
For derails, see SPORTS, page 4.

By Dan Nakaso
A special committee studying
SJSU’s parking situation will
recommend to the San Jose City
Council tomorrow that San Carlos
Street be closed and one of the two
Fourth Street dirt lots be leased to
the university.
Closing San Carlos from Fourth
to 10th streets would create 238
additional parking spaces, according to Ed Nemetz, SJSU traffic
manager and a member of the six person committee.
The university would be able to
reduce parking prices at the south
dirt lot if the land could be leased
from the city, according to
Stephanie
Duer,
Associated
Students director of non-traditional
minority affairs and a member of
the committee.
Duer said the rate would then be
less than the current 81.50.
The lot would provide nearly 400
spaces at the lower fee, Duer said.
She said the university cannot
operate the lot for profit but can
break even.

Or. she said, the university can
opt to subsidize student parking by
operating the lot at a loss.
But) it’s going to be less than
$1.50," Duer said, "otherwise
there’s no point."
The cost to lease the land would
have to be worked out between the
university and city attorneys if the

The cost to lease

the land would have
to be worked out
between SJSU
and city attorneys
council approves the proposal.
Duer said the committee, which
includes three members of the city
staff and Keith Opalewski, SJSU
commute coordinator.
Continued on page 6

Delays plague Rec Center finance report
By Eric Loch
Delays in the preparation of a "crucial" financial
report on the Rec Center are beginning to pile up.
At last Tuesday’s meeting of the Student Union board
of directors, Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans
told the board that the university’s assessment of the EEC
Center’s total financial picture is still not ready.
The financial report is expected to answer important
questions about how much of the facility the university
will actually build.
Evans asked the board to put the report on the agenda
indefinitely. adding that he hoped to have the report ready

by tomorrow’s meeting.
Asked by Matt Bogoshian, board chairman, whether
the report will ready for presentation to the CSU board of
trustees some time in November as scheduled, Evans
replied, "My unofficial opinion is we won’t make it."
Evans told the board that the report has delayed the
Rec Center project no more than a month.
However, later in the week, Evans noted that there is
no regular trustees meeting in December and the report
will have to be presented at the January meeting, two
months late and between regular school sessions.

Evans said there are no specific problems delaying Center in the CSU system upon which the university can
base its report.
the report’s completion.
"This is the crucial part of the game," Evans said.
The report is taking longer than anticipated because
financing the Rec Center is unlike financing of other "You have to have the financial plan to decide what kind
of building you can build."
buildings at SJSU, Evans said.
Evans said the finances will decide which features of
Unlike a classroom buildiing, the Rec Center will be
the
proposed facility, which students approved, will be
paid for through the sale of bonds, he said.
included in the final building.
The proposed rock -climbing wall, for example, will be
The financial report will describe the sources of
revenue available for repaying the bonds and for considered in terms of the center’s total financial picture.
"Is that a feasible thing?" Evans asked. "Have we
operating the center.
Evans also said there is no other building like the Rec the money to provide that right now?"

Stokely Carmichael: capitalism must be destroyed
By Dania Martin
Capitalism. Zionism, racism
and apartheid are the enemies of the
people and must be destroyed, said
Kwame Toure, formely Stokely
Carmichael, to a packed, and
generally receptive crowd at the
S.U. Ampitheater Thursday afternoon.
was
appearance
Toure’s
sponsored by the Pan-African
Student Union of SJSU and the All African Peoples Revolutionary
Party of which Toure is a member.
Banners lined the ampitheater
proclaiming the party’s struggle for

a free and united socialist Africa.
The event began with brief
remarks by Esteban Corral,
president of the Chicano Student
Movement of Atzalan of SJSU, and
Wally Feather, a member of the
International Indian Treaty Council
at the United Nations Council at the
United Nations concerning the plight
of their peoples under capitalism.
After a brief introduction by
Zizwe Kwamu of the AAPRP, Toure
began to speak. The 4I -year -old
native of Trinidad was at times
animated and passionate, as he

spoke of the glory of Africa and the
evils of capitalism and its effects on
Africans and non -Africans.
Toure,
a
self-proclaimed
"revolutionary,"
defined
revolutionaries as those "conscious
of their actions" and who can control
their destinies.
He said that his role is to serve
his people by urging them to learn
about Africa and study capitalism
and imperialism. It is only by
studying and analyzing capitalism,
he said, that one can realize the

harm it does.
Although Toure’s stated mission
is to educate Africans about Africa
and to urge them to help themselves,
he said that he supports
revolutionary groups throughout the
world in their struggle against
capitalism, including the Palestine
Liberation Organization and the
American Indian Movement.
Although Toure spoke of
liberating African and uniting it into
"one nation under scientific
socialism," he gave no specifics as
to how this would take place, saying

only that colonial and neo-colonial
regimes on the continent must be
overthrown.
He spoke at length on the evils of
capitalism, calling it a system that
"reduces people to animals, makes
them stupid and limits their
thinking."
He said that capitalism in the
United States contributes to the lack
of knowledge Americans have of
their country. Toure said that the
capitalist media have given
Americans a vague sense of their
history, and fails to acknowledge the

contributions that the Indians made
to the United States.
Toure said that capitalism
presents a warped version of
Africa’s contributions to the world.
He said that Africa played a major
role in the development of the
world’s three major religions’
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam.
Judaism was founded in Egypt
and therefore has African roots.
Toure said. He accused Zionists of
"confusing and dirtying" the tenets
of Judaism by their contention
Continued on page 3

Superpowers’ nuclear weapons stockpile
overkill, says ex-Lochheed official
By Christine McGeever
The I igui Vs are staggering.
The United States has an arsenal of more than
30,000 nuclear bombs. The Soviet Union has about 20,000.
While varying in size, nearly all modern nuclear
weapons are many times larger than the 12-kiloton
bomb used on Hiroshima. A kiloton is the nuclear ex-

plosive force equal to 1,000 tons of conventional explosives. A megaton equals one million tons.

Nuclear deterrence
Are 30,00 nuclear explosives a sufficent deterrent to
Soviet attack?

Robert C. Aldridge, former design engineer for
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. of Sunnyvale, is
convinced a stockpile of that size is overkill.
Aldridge was speaking Wednesday at SJSU as part
of an A.S. Program Board -sponsored series on nuclear
warfare. The series runs throughout this month.
Aldridge, 57, asserts in his book "The Cotmterforce
Syndrome." that to defeat the Soveit Union, an attacker
must eliminate one-quarter of the Soviet population and
two-thirds of its industrial capacity. This can be accomplished by striking 100 Russian cities. The campaign
would require, according to Department of Defense
guidelines accounting for repairs and misfires, a
maximum of 400 warheads.
Yet more than that amount is carried in three of the
United States’ 31 Poseidon missile submarines.
According to Aldridge, the United States has surpassed deterrence. In fact, he said, U.S. defense policy
has long been aimed at "counterforce."
Deterrence is the Pentagon’s self-proclaimed policy.
It is a second -strike attitude, which presents the
aggressor with a threat of massive, unsurvivable
retaliation.

at ack-’

The policy demands that U.S. missiles survive an
thus they are stored in underground fortified
silos. Much of the U.S. arsenal is also stored in undetectable submarines.

Since both superpowers have this second -strike
capability, "mutual assured destruction" exists, a
condition known in military circles as "MAD."
But recently the Department of Defense began
placing emphasis on the accuracy of missiles. According to Aldridge, the Pentagon defends the move
with this scenario: The Soviet Union launches a first

If the radiance of a thousand suns
were to burst into the sky
that would be like
the splendor of the Mighty One lam become Death, the shatterer of worlds
from the sacred Hindu book, the BhagavadGita

strike on the United States, but holds back some of
their missiles. In order to deter a second strike by
the Russians, U.S. missiles must be accurate enough
to destroy the hard -to-hit silos on one counter-strike
This is the concept of counter -retaliation and counter,
deterrence.
But the Soviet Union could easily see American
developments in accuracy as a building of U.S. firstCoominosil so psis I

Q. How would
Vasconcellos
make reforms
in higher ed?

A. See page 2
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Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D
Calif., has been representing SJSU and its
interests for 16 years.
As chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, he is considered one of
the most powerful men in state government. He is also on the Education Corn
mittee, the Constitutional Amendments
Committee and the Join Budget Committee.
Spartan Daily reporter Julie Bonds
talked to Vasconcellos about his views on
higher education.
Do you think a college education is
necessary in today’s world?
A: A college education is all but
necessary. I mean people can get by
without it, but it certainly provides
development of the kinds of skills that
today’s complex industrial society
requires.
Q: Do colleges and universities
provide adequate education for students to
deal with the "real world?"
A: I don’t think it’s fully adequate. I
think it’s pretty good. I think it can be
improved in the area of developing personal skills, education skills, self esteem.
sense of values and character. It probably
could improve in terms of developing more
technological and computer skills.
Q: Gov. Brown has started to implement his "investment in people"
program, which allocates 89.7 million to
schools to improve math, science, and
computer science skills. Do you think this
push towards technology and assay from
the liberal arts will dehumanize students?
A: I hope not. It shouldn’t and it need
not, It depends on whether or not the
faculty persons have enough common
sense and sense of their own humanity to
present these programs in ways that a
person can become fully competent
technologically and he can be even more
competent humanly. They’re not
inherently inconsistent. A person can be
caring and sensitive and authentic and
mature and moral, and in every way.
intellectually and technologically competent.
Q: If you had the opportunity, what
reforms would you make in higher
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With John Vasconcellos
education?
A: I would probably put some more
focus on the faculty taking a serious,
personal interest and commitment in
reaching out to helping minority students.
And I would like to see students have more
experience in learning about themselves
as a basis for becoming mature and learn
judgement making values as human
beings.
Q: That seems separate or incongruous from the push that you
recommended into the areas of math and
science.
A: It shouldn’l be separated. People
have the capacity to be both intellectually
competent and emotionally competent.
They should not be separated because then
you get robots or irresponsible people that
way. The university’s responsibility is to
provide an integrated program that allows
the students to get a little bit of each.
Q: Do you think the universities are
doing that now?
A: Well, not especially. They just don’t
recognize the significance of it, because of
our going through a cultural transformation, in a sense, where the
development of the human skills have not
been getting the same kind of attention
that the development of vocational and
intellectual skills have. And we tend to
play catch up, which is why we are where
we are now
Q: Student of the ’60s were very active
politically. Why do you think today’s
students are less concerned about politics
and more concerned with materialistic
goals?
A: Part of it is because the issues don’t
impinge quite as deeply upon students as
the war and the draft did in the ’60s. And
partly it’s because the economy has gone
bad. People get insecure about getting jobs
and they focus more attention on that then
was necessary in the ’60s.
Q: It seems as if higher education has
been singled out above K-12 in budget cuts.
Do you see this pattern continuing?
A: I’m not sure I agree with the pattern there. There was a severe cut in last
year’s budget.
And in this year’s budget they were

treated about the same. No salary increases, no cost of living increases, about
the same kind of basic support that we
have provided them in last year’s financial
budget. But I will add that there is a
perception that K-12 education is in dire
straits, whereas higher education is only in
serious straits: which could explain why
legislators don’t want to cut K through 12
education.
Q: Because the majority of funding for
higher education does come from the state
level, what role do you think the state
should have? Should they be able to tell the
colleges and universities and boss and
%hat to teach?
A: The state should be careful not to
infringe upon academic freedom. The
schools are really responsible for how to
teach and what to teach, but the state has
an interest in seeing to it that persons are
exposed to learning certain key skills. I
think it is appropriate for us to put money
behind certain programs and say we’d like
you to attend to this. As long as we don’t
get involved in the ideology ot the course
and the particulars of the teaching.
Q: Because of the lowering of financial
support on both the federal and the state
levels, do you see fewer minority and
lower-income students attending college?
A: There is a real risk with that. State
money is not limiting or that small for
student financial aid this year and we are
careful to maintain all the help that we can
for minority students. Federal cuts could
affect it pretty severely. I’m afraid. And
that’s tragic.
Q: What is your No. I priority as far as
higher education is concerned?
A: I hate to single one out. Certainly
one issue is bringing in and helping to
retain and graduate minority students and
those from poor economic backgrounds.
No. 2 is to improve the quality of
teaching and learning. We should have
faculty persons who would inspire students
to want to learn more and more and more.
No. 3 would be some effort ot attend to
the personal growth and emotional
maturity and self-esteem elements in the
whole learning program.
Q: Do you think a politician should

it

John Richards

vote his conscience or vote ss ith the
people?
A: I’ve got 300,000 constituents and
you’ll find people on both sides of every
issue. So you’re always voting with
someone and without someone. So I think
it’s important that political leaders have

some conscience and have some courage
The public, ideally, would want that in a
leader rather than want someone as a
puppet. But there is a need to respect the
system and also there is a survival need
within some range of pleasing the cmi
stituents or they’ll find somebody else
ti
it
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LETTERS
Daily series
makes an ’impact’
Edam
I would like to acknowledge
Daily reporter Christine McGeever
for her support in ending the arms
race with her contribution of a five
part series on the effects of Nuclear
War.
Reading her article, "Activist
talks about nuclear arms,"
reminded me that each and every
one of us has within us the ability to
make a difference in the quality of

life on this planet.
The prevention of nuclear war is
the most crucial and yet controversial issue we face today. The
alone,
implications
medical
leukemia, cancer, genetic
degredationi make the nuclear
weapons controversy a matter of
survival for our species.
We have one chance on this
planet to make it work and it is our
inherent responsibility to see that we
do.
Proposition 12, the California
Bilateral Nuclear Weapons Freeze

is a first step of realizing our
responsibility to the preservation of
life. On Nov. 2 we will have the
opportunity to vote on various important issues, like the nuclear
freeze, beverage container
recycling and water resources, not
to mention gun control.
Hooray for people like Christine
who have the ability and willingness
to make an impact in our lives and
do so just by living her life.
Dee Chest*
Ensvreernsntsl Studies
1011101

A ’blatantly exposed
racist attitude’
Mac
I was somewhat surprised and
then downright amazed that a
member of the faculty could harbor,
and then blatantly expose a racist
attitude here at SJSU.
Marketing professor Ed Laurie
started out by writing a satirical
memo about affirmative action.
I appreciate satire since it exposes vice or folly. but I do not

rr
e,
believe affirmative action is
representative of either vice or folly.
Laurie might be forgiven a
careless faux paux in his attempts at
humor, but to follow it up with a
synopsis of his very real, unfunny
philosophy takes his views out of the
realm of literary wit and into the
ethical arena.
Whether or not he chooses to
recognize that some groups have
traditionally been given special
privileges while others have not,
("I’m against anything that gives

any group any special privileges for
any reason." Laurie said.) does not
give him the right to use his position
to expound continued denial of
educational opportunities for unpeoples at this
de represented
university.
If he should argue that he does
have this right, then his adversaries
must be looked at as having the
same right to call him a racist.
Barbara Duran
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Greeks struggle against a tarnished image, San Jose police
The Greeks are being persecuted at SJSU. Just as
Hitler persecuted the Jews. the San Jose Police Department will surely kill off the Greek system at SJSU if they
don’t stop their immature raids on fraternities.
You may not want to read any further after I tell you
that I’m in a sorority, but give me a chance to present
"our side" of the story.

By Sandie Smith
Stall Writer

Fraternities and sororities have been stereotyped as
’Animal Houses." All they ever do is drink, party and
cause trouble. They never study and they cheat on tests in
order to stay in school.
The movie "Animal House," was the worst thing that
could have ever happened to the Greek systems around

the country. The movie made people aware of the wild
things that can happen when a party gets out of hand. It
made people aware that fraternities sometimes play
pranks and it made people aware of the strong
camaraderie fraternities and sororities share with each
other.
The movie didn’t once mention the good things that
fraternitiy and sorority members do for the campus and
community.
Since this isn’t a movie review, let me tell you what
the Greeks at SJSU do for you -- I say "you" because we
are all part of the campus and the community.
From a campus point of view, the school depends on
the Greek system to carry out many of its essential activities.
Freshman orientation, an activity planned by
students services every year to help recruit freshman at
SJSU, is staffed mainly by Greeks. Last year 90 percent of
the orientation leaders were Greeks. During this time
Greeks were not allowed to wear jewelry or letters to
identify themselves as part of a recognized campus
organization.
Also, during the campus clean-up day held last
semester. 97 percent of the participants were Greeks.

VE.ARS e
GIZEEK CELEBaRTING
WW1 ’D THE ROMANS NAVE TO SHOW
07 NOW
THE SE. GREEKS HAVE BEEN t_wiNE,
IT UP TOO MUCH LATELY.

Where were the rest of the students? Probably the same
place they were during freshman orientation.
The A.S. Council is comprised of mostly Greeks.
These are student leaders who care enough about the
school to get involved and who make key decisions on
everyday life at SJSU.
A.S. President Tony Anderson has become a pledge of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity this semester.
Now for community activities. Every fraternity and
sorority on campus works on a philanthropy at least once
a year in order to help improve life in our community.
Alpha Phi works for the American Heart Association,
Sigma Nu, the Toys for Tots Association, Chi Omega, the
Arthritis Foundation, Sigma Chi, the Life Experience
Foundation, Delta Gamma, the Sight Conservation for the
Blind Association, and the list goes on and on.
In addition, most Greeks are required to have at least
one community activity that they are involved in. These
activities range from local historical societies, to being a
big sister for the county.
Does fraternity life still sound like "Animal House" to
you? To me it sounds like a lot of hard work and energy to
improve the quality of life around us.
Lately though, the Greek system has been hassled by
the police.
On the day of a party, a police officer from the San
Jose Police Department, visited Kappa Sigma Fraternity
and told them about complaints they had received from
neighbors about loud music. I happened to be there, and
there was no hint whatsoever of what was about to happen
that night.
I was also at the party when the police came. One
member of the fraternity asked the police as they were
walking up if there was anything he could do for them. The
officer replied, "You sure can," and proceeded to walk
past him and confiscate cash boxes and cite people for
selling tickets.
Two girls were also cited for stamping hands at the
door and for sitting next to someone who was selling
tickets, two activities I did not know were illegal.
Out of this "bust" came a command from San Jose
police to have fraternities obtain liquor licenses for their
parties. The Alcoholic Beverage Commission said they
will not issue a liquor license to a fraternity.
Three other people were cited at Theta Chi fraternity
last week for "disturbing the peace." The incident began
when sororities went serenading last Monday night.
Again. I did not know that singing was against the law. (It
should be noted that serenading has been a Greek
tradition since 1948.)
The fraternities have an idea why they are being
"cracked down on." It stems from an incident at Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity earlier this semester where a member

was allegedly shoved by a police officer. The member has
taken that police officer to court.
Some say it is a personal vendetta.
Panhellenic, ( the governing body over the sororities.)
has decided to act in an orderly manner and brainstorm
with the police in order to maintain the tradition of
serenading within the law.
No one in the Greek system wants to do anything

The Greeks have
been stereotyped.
against the law. They are willing to work with the police in
order to continue having their parties, and generally
having fun while doing their numerous campus and
community services.
Some say the problem stems from tradition.
Fraternities have had these parties years without any
hassle from the police. If it is true that tradition is the
problem, some questions must be asked. If what the
Greeks have been doing for years was against the law.
why wasn’t it nipped in the bud at the beginning? Didn’t
the police contribute to the problem by allowing it to go on
all these years?
Actually, I agree with the personal vendetta theory
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The Spartan Daily
would like to hear from
you -our reader. Your
comments,
ideas,
criticisms and suggestions
are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we
feel we can better serve the
campus community.

toms
Letters should be
submitted to the Spartan
Daily office ( JC 208)
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh
St., CA 95192.
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Letters to the Mailbag,
opinion articles and press
releases are gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such material is as
follows:

All letters must include the writer’s
signature, major, class
standing, address and
telephone number. Only
the name, major arid class
standing will be printed.
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Precautions by fraternity
allow trouble -free party
Noise pads, ID checks prevents police intervention

Wale Stanton

Greeks on guard

By Gerald Loeb
Extra precautions paid off for Sigma Nu Thursday
night. The first fraternity open party in two months was
neither canceled nor visted by police.
Sigma Nu President Eric Green estimated that 300 to
400 attended the party. This is going to be a state-of -thea rt party," he said just before the first partygoers showed
up.
The precautions included fraternity members
standing outside to assure that revelers go to the party or
leave, a sore point with the San Jose Police Department
and neighbors. The number standing outside never exceeded 12.
Green also walked around to the neighbors’ houses
late Thursday afternoon and informed them of the party.
"It certainly didn’t hurt," he said.
Green also informed the neighbors that any complaint
would have to be directed to Green at Sigma Nu. Green
also distributed a piece of paper with his number on it, he
said.
Inside, the party looked like any other. Three Greeks
checked the door for students’ identification, while others

But an added Sigma Nu concession to the neighbors’
feelings were one-half-inch -thick, foam rubber pads on the
dining room windows of the house. Behind the pads.
"Atlantis" played. The pads filtered out most of the noise.
"This is a mellow party," Sigma Nu member Rick
Savage said. "We don’t want any trouble by the police."
"No one got out of hand," Green said.
SJPD made its presence felt by driving up llth Street
but there were no incidents. The University Police were
nearby in their white cars.
"If we can have a party, then maybe the other
fraternities will do it too," Savage said.

Dallas Adams and Rich Savage watch tor police reaction outside Sigma No’s open party Thursday.

Empty chairs, silence
greet Daily editors
Open session attracts 13 readers
By Bruce Barton
Vi hat a difference a semester
makes!
Last semester’s "Meet the
Editors" drew 120 people, plenty of
controversy and a lot of complaints.
This year’s "Meet the Editors"
drew 13 people, featured plenty of
empty chairs and a lot of silence.
Thursday’s session, in S.U.’s
Almaden Room, didn’t lack for space as
it did last semester. The 12 editors on
the "firing line" at first outnumbered
the audience.
The half-hour meeting did include a
few criticisms from the audience
between the gaps of silence.
Two SJSU evening guides who
showed up for the meeting, complained
that their side of the story wasn’t give
in a recent Daily article about a fist
fight between a residence hall director
and an evening guide.
Daily editor-in -chief Scott Shifrel,
responding to almost all comments
made, said an editorial "praising" the
evening guides followed and that the
story wasn’t aimed at damaging
anybody’s reputation.
Another complained about the
Daily’s lack of political coverage.

Again. Shifrel responded, saying the
Daily strives to cover campus activities, not city coverage for San Jose.
To fill some of the gaps of silence,
other reporters attending the meeting
resorted to asking questions.
Finally, feature editor Jon Swartz
asked the audience members what
they’d like to see more of in the Daily. A
suggestion was made for more "guest
editorials," and then silence fell upon
the room again.
The editors, who looked at each
other and smiled during most of the
meeting, all nodded in agreement a
half-hour after the session began.
"Well, I guess that’s it," Shifrel said,
and with that, the meeting ended.
The few remaining after the
meeting expressed more concern about
student apathy than Daily criticism.
"I feel a sense of apathy on the part
of students," said student Dee
Chastain. "There’s not enough interest
in what’s going on in the Daily."
"I’m disappointed at the turnout,"
said Latressa Wilson, journalism
junior. "It reflects a lack of interest in
the Daily "

Carmichael speaks on campus
Continued Man paps 1
that Judaism is exclusive to one race
Toure concluded that all blacks should be
anti -Zionist.
Toure also said that capitalism has
corrupted many blacks in the United
States. He questioned how blacks could
buy and worship portraits of a white Jesus
when the Bible doesn’t state the color of
Jesus. Toure also criticized black
preachers, saying that the Scriptures
didn’t intend for preachers to "drive
around in Cadillacs."
Toure was also critical of black
they lack
university students:
organization, he said. Saying that
organization is the most valuable weapon
for oppressed peoples against capitalism,
Toure urged students to join a club, or
form one, to help their people. Failure to
do so was to participate in the oppression
of one’s people, he said.
Toure said that the draft was only an
extension of capitalism, and, like
capitalism, should be eliminated.
He declared that socialism is
"sweeping the world" and that it defeats
the United States at every turn. He cited
Korea, Cuba, and Vietnam as places
whert socialism was victorious over
AmeriLn capitalism.
After his speech, for which the
audience gave a standing ovation, Toure
answered a few questions from the
audience.
When asked about South Africa, Toure
said that ’The racists in South Africa know
that their time is up," and that it is only a
matter of time before blacks there over-

throw the government.
When asked about the lack of press
coverage of his speech, Toure said that he
didn’t expect the "bourgeoisie press" to
cover his speech.
In a brief interview after his speech,
Toure said that the multi -party system
practiced in the United States was not
democratic, and that a single-party
system provides the only true form of
democracy.
Toure said that the existence of a
multi -party system reflects dissention,
and doesn’t serve the common interests of
a nation With a single-party system, he
said, people would have a common purpose -- the unity of their nation.
Toure said that the United States and
South Africa are the main obstacles to the
unity of Africa under "scientific
socialism." Toure dismissed the contention that the Soviet Union has any
designs on Africa, saying that Soviet involvement in African affairs is only a
reaction to South African and American
meddling in Africa.
When asked about Soviet intrigues in
southern Africa, Toure conceded that the
Soviets made a mistake in backing
Somalia in their war against Ethiopia, a
socialist state. Toure said, however, that
these moves were not part of a conscious
Soviet plan for the region.
Toure said that he will continue to
travel to college campuses throughout the
country to spread the doctrine of PanAf ricanism.

Christian show canceled --low ticket sales
By Christine McGeever
The A.S. Program
Board canceled a concert
by Christian rock artist
Darrel Mansfield because
of poor ticket sales.
The board canceled the
show Thursday night after
learning that only about 30
tickets had been sold.
There were 900 tickets
available at 85.50 each.
Board
Program
Director Dan Ross said
that he canceled the show
because "we didn’t want to
embarrass him with a
crowd of 30 people."
Contemporary arts
chairman Bob Gibson had
been planning the show
since summer, Ross said.
Mansfield "sells out shows
in L.A.," he said.
Ross said the Program
Board spent between $700
and 81.000 promoting the
show. He could not give an
exact figure.
The board members
dropped fliers at "every
major church" from San
Jose to Menlo Park. They
ran two ads, one in the
Spartan Daily and one in
RTA

looked for open bottles or containers that might have left
the party
The party was so successful partly because of the
setup.
There were only two exits for the party, both located
in the parking lot in the rear of the house. At the exits was
a dumpster for all open bottles and containers, along with
a 6-foot -4 -inch, 275-pound bouncer.
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the Mercury News. A local
Christian radio station,
Starsong, held promotional
ticket -giveaways and ran
free public service announcements about the
show.
Ross said that six
Christian bookstores in San
Jose had tickets to sell for

the show as well, and
members of the Program
Board put 3,800 fliers on
cars parked at Marriott’s
Great America during a
"Christian Night" there
recently. Gibson also
notified the campus
Christian groups of the
show,

Ross said that the
Christian groups on
campus didn’t respond.
One group, he said,
scheduled an event the
same evening.
The board must pay
Mansfield half his $900
artist’s fee. If it had not
canceled, Ross said the

!MI/

MISSION INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

board would have to pay
for the sound system,
security, salaries for
ticket -takers, hospitality
and equipment rental.
"We decided to cancel
and lose rather than run it
and lose a lot more," Ross
said.

Ake Louie

Stokley Carmichael IKuame Inure), a member of the All
American Peoples’ Revolutionary Party, spoke out against
capitalism at the Student Union Amphitheatre last Thursday
Carmichael was sponsored by the Pan African Student Union.
Speaking at length on the evils of capitalism, he called it a
system that "reduces people to animals, makes them stupid
and limits their thinking."
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SJSU gunned down 22-21
by Dillon, crucial mistakes
By Michael McIntyre
Even startled SJSU spectators leaving Spartan
Stadium last Saturday night came to the conclusion that
the football team which deserved to win the PCAA
showdown between the lackluster Spartans and the obviously -motivated Long Beach State 49ers did so.
Led by quarterback Todd Dillon’s stellar passing, a
fierce defensive pass rush and three Guy Johnson field
goals. the 49ers came from behind to edge SJSU 22-21
before the Spartans’ first 17,147 home fans of the season.
Dillon, a junior from Lodi. Calif., riddled an over-

’We just didn’t want to win
this game as much as they
did’
- Tim Kearse
matched SJSU secondary for a Long Beach State-record
453 yards and two touchdowns. The signal caller used nine
different receivers to complete 33 of 47 attempts.
The Spartans. who led most of the way, were finally
victimized by two costly mistakes which gave the 49ers
the football deep in SJSU territory each time. Both led to
Long Beach State scores.
With less than 10 minutes remaining in the game the
Spartans. leading . were forced to punt from their own
26 yardline.
Long Beach State put 10 men on the line in an obvious
attempt to go for the block. When punter Mike Berg
bobbled the seemingly good snap from center Jim Dennis.
the 49ers were right on top of him.
Chaos ensued as Berg scrambled left and threw a
little lob pass to defensive back Brian Hawkins for an
apparent 18-yard completion.
-ion the punt First there was a heavy rush." Berg
said. "and second I bobbled the ball. That’s all there was
to it. However. a crucial illegal receiver downfield penalty
cost the Spartans not only five yards, but also loss of down

Sports schedule
Tuesday
Men*
Fri*

Soar*

JV Field Hockey v. UCBerkeley at Berkeley
Soccer v. Pacific at Spartan
Stadium
Volleyball v Oregon State at
Oregon State
Field Hockey in Cal Invitational at Berkeley
Volleyball v. Oregon at
Oregon
Field Hockey in Cal Invitational at Berkeley
Soccer v. Fresno State at
Fresno
Football v. Fresno State at
Spartan Stadium

2:30 p.m;
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
all day
7:30p.m.
all day
7:30p.m.
7 p.m

and possession of the ball at their own 21 yardline.

Dillon starts comeback
A little more than a minute later. Dillon found wide
receiver Thomas Fowler open in the right flat and hit him
for a nine-yard touchdown pass to cut the deficit to 21-19.
Fowler. who beat SJSU cornerback Gill Byrd on the
score, caught six passes for 116 yards in the contest.
The Spartans’ made their final and fatal mistake a
half-minute later when quarterback Steve Clarkson, who
was harrassed all night by Long Beach State’s pass rush.
was sacked from behind by defensive end Mike Trudeau.
causing a fumble.
The 49ers’ other defensive end. Ed Boehler. recovered
SJSU’s only turnover of the game at the Spartans’ 31
yardline.
"I thought I was free to hit Tim (Kearse i in the left
flat," Clarkson said. "But I got caught from behind and
fumbled.’’
With five minutes left. Dillon was sacked by a blitzing
Hawkins for a nine-yard loss which moved Long Beach
State into less certain field goal range at the 21 yardline.
However, another critical penalty on the play, a face
mask violation, gave the 49ers much better field position
at the SJSU five yardline.
Three plays later. Johnson connected for his third
field goal of the evening. from 20 yards out, to provide
Long Beach State the winning margin.
Spartan coach Jack Elway was visibly shaken after
the loss, but still generous in praising the 49ers’ effort.
"We played a football team that really wanted to
win." Elway said. "They earned it."

Kurt Copp

Long Beach State’s Thomas Fowler dives over the goal line past SJSU’s Gill Byrd to score the
49ers second touchdown in the fourth quarter (left), while Spartan wide receiver Tim Kearse
(above) races past 49er kicker Guy Johnson en route to a 100 yard kickoff return touchdown in
the first quarter.
total yards respectively.
Spartans might have been looking past the 49ers to next
The senior signal caller, who wa: sacked seven times. wet is’ now-critical game with Fresno State.
avoided a 49er blitz and scramb: ,ato th endzone from
"I sure hope this wakes us up," Kearse said with a
three yards out to allow SJSU to reassume the lead at 14-9.
scolding voice. "We just didn’t want to win this game as
Long Beach State appeared to move into scoring
much as they did tonight. "Now. we’ve really got our work
position when Dillon hit Fowler over the middle at the
cut out for us."
SJSU eight yardline with just over a minute remaining
Elway echoed the wide receiver’s statements.
until intermission.
"They earned the win," Elway said. "Long Beach
ripped
safety
Sherman
Cocroft
However. SJSU free
played well and so did we at times. But we were
the ball out of Fowler’s hands and defensive end Kerry spasmodic as hell. They whipped us."
Ford’s recovery ended the threat.
Elway’s counterpart, 49er leader Dave Currey, was
Clarkson capitalized on another 49er rr.LCUC to ,.viclen
quietly thrilled with the key victory.
the Spartans’ advantage six minutes into the third
"It was a great win for us." Currey said. "It was a
quarter.
Coraitued ea pogo 5

Clarkson extends margin
After defensive end Ken Office cover a muffed punt by
Long Beach State’s David Plett at the 49ers’ 10 yardline.
Clarkson lobbed an eight -yard touchdown pass to
Richardson for a seemingly comfortable 21-9 cushion.
Richardson leaped over 49er cornerback Gus Lawler
in the right corner of the endzone to snag his third similar
touchdown catch of the year.
Dillon began the 49er comeback by directing a
beautifully executed 92-yard drive in 10 plays which

Spartans lose
home opener f o r
second year

They (SJSU’s secondary)
didn’t look very good to me’
quarterback Todd Dillon

By Moire Jones
The SJSU football team came home to Spartan
Stadium last Saturday night for the first time in 11
months.
Maybe it had been too long, for it seemed the Spartans
forgot how to play football in front of their home crowd.
blowing a 21-9 third quarter lead in dropping a 22-21
decision to the Long Beach State 49’ers.
For the second straight year the Spartans lost their
home opener and looked very bad doing it. Last year, the
Spartans lost their home opener to Nevada -Las Vegas, 166.
Last Saturday’s game started out in a very woeful
way when 49’er quarterback Todd Dilolon hit wide
receiver Darryl Stokes with a seven -yard touchdown pass
in the first 34 seconds of the game. The play was set up on
a 73-yard screen pass to runningback Lenny Montgomery
on a third and 10.
But when Tim Kearse took the ensuing kick-off and
raced 100 yards for a touchdown to give the Spartans a 7-6
lead, it seemed a Spartan blowout might be in the making
But the 49’ers had other ideas.
Long Beach State simply outplayed the Spartans
throughout the evening. Dillon, a junior college transfer
from San Joaquin Delta College. riddled the Spartan
secondary for 453 yards.
SJSU quarterback Steve Clarkson was not as fortunate. Running for his life most of the evening. Clarkson
was sacked six times and fumbled deep into Long Beach
State territory late in the game. That fumble set up the
49’ers winning field goal.
The Spartans still had a chance to pull out a victory
when they had the ball with a little more three minutes to
play. But they were 70 yards from the endzone and could
not get the ball past midfield, thanks to a fierce Long
Beach State pass rush. The last play of the drive typified
the Spartans night when on fourth and 20 Clarkson was
sacked, giving the 49’ers the victory.
What has happened to the Spartans these past few
weeks What happened to that team that upset Stanford
35-31 last month The Spartans of last Saturday night and
the Spartans that played last Sept. 18 against Stanford
appear to be two completely different teams.
After the Stanford victory when the Spartans were
named to the Top 20, everyone was claiming how great
this team was and an undefeated season seemed like a
sure thing. But then reality settled in.
The Spartans have not played a good game since the
Stanford game. They barely squeeked by Oregon State.
the patsies of the Pac-10, 17-13. They were beaten soundly
by California, 26-7, who were destroyed by Washington the
following week, 50-7. Even in their win over F’ullerton
State, 38-15. the Spartans only lead 10-8 at halftime. And
now with the disaster against Long Beach State, we are
looking at a very slumping team.
When the final seconds were ticking off in last
Saturday’s game, the 49’er players were hugging each
other and giving one another "high fives". They knew
they had pulled off the biggest upset of the PCAA season
No one thought it possible the 49’ers could rise up and
knock off the so-called "mighty" Spartans in front of the
Spartan home crowd. Sure, they did it two years ago, hut
with a team that went on to win the PCAA championship
’This team was supposed to be the doormat of the PCAA
hile the Spartans were the "cream of the crop". Last
Saturday night it seemed the other way around.
If the Spartans hope to have anywhere near the kind
of season they were hoping for, they better find the team
they left on the field at Stanford Stadium last month.

Long Beach scores quickly
Late arriving spectators shockingly discovered they
had missed a great deal of excitement before the contest
was even a minute old.
Dillon tossed a screen pass to runningback Lenny
Montgomery who exploded down the left sideline for 73
yards to the SJSU seven yardline.
On the next play, the fifth of the game. Dillon drilled a
scoring strike to wide receiver Darryl Stokes. After a
botched conversion attempt, Long Beach State led 6-0.
But before any of the Spartan fans could become too
upset. Tim Kearse ran the ensuing kickoff 100 electrifying
yards for a tying touchdown. Berg’s successful conversion
gave the Spartans a 7-6 lead.
Kearse. who also caught two passes to tie Gerald
Willhite as the all-time SJSU reception leader, said he was
never touched on the runback.
"We had a middle wedge return on," Kearse said
solemnly after the defeat. "I hit a seam and cut left. I was
just glad! made it."
Thw two teams traded punts until midway through the
second quarter when Dillon drove the 49ers to the SJSU
eight yardline.
Johnson’s first three-pointer of the contest, a 26ya rder, put Long Beach State back in front at 9-7.
The score seemed to spark the Spartans to their best
drive of the night.

Spartans retake lead
Clarkson threw two completions each to wide receiver
Eric Richardson and tailback Bobby Johnson for 33 and 36
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culminated in Johnson’s second field goal, this one from 21
yards out, and the lead fell to 21-12.
Ten minutes later, the blown punt signalled the
ultimate demise of the Spartans, who fell to 1-1 in PCAA
play and 4-2 overall. The defeat marked the second year in
a row that Elway’s squad has dropped its home opener
( last year’s 16-6 loss to UNLV was the other,
Long Beach State improved its league record to 2-0,
tying the Fresno State Bulldogs ( next week’s SJSU opponent I for the conference lead. The 49ers also bettered
their overall mark to 2-3.
Dillon, who did nothing to harm his chances of moving
up from his fifth place national ranking in total offense,
knocked the SJSU secondary after the game.
"We had been told how good they were," Dillon said,
"but they didn’t look very good to me. It seemed like I
always had an open receiver."
Spartan defensive secondary coach Greg McMackin
could hardly refute Dillon’s statements afterwards.
"They executed and we didn’t,- McMackin said. "If I
had thrown for as many yards as he did. I probably would
have said the same things."

Long Beach State dominated
Long Beach State also established a respectable
running attack throughout the game, neutralizing the
possibility of the Spartans employing an all-out pass rush.
Fullback Alfred Rowe carried II times for 65 yards. in
addition to catching five of Dillon’s completions for
another 15 yards.
Montgomery could manage only 25 yards on seven
rushing attempts, but caught five passes for 96 yards.
The narrow loss actually was deceiving in that Long
Beach State dominated the game statistically and SJSU
stayed in the contest only due to 49er mistakes.
Dillon outpassed Clarkson 453 yards to 242 yards and
Long Beach State outrushed the Spartans with 94 yards to
SJSU’s pitiful minus 18 yards on the ground.
On a lone positive note, the Spartans came out of the
disappointing loss with any noteworthy injuries.

Kearse upset with loss
Kearse, whose fine individual performance was
tainted by the heartbreaking setback, said that he felt the
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great comeback. We had been pointing to this game and
we got it.
The key was obviously Dillon’s performance,"
Currey continued. "He was simply excellent tonight."
A despondent Clarkson felt afterwards that Long
Beach State’s defense did an admirable job of stopping the
Spartans’ potentially potent offensive attack.
"They adjusted very well," Clarkson said. "They
changed up a lot at the line and forced us to call a lot of
audibles. Then, they would switch back again and we were
caught off guard.
’

"They were stacking the middle to take away our
rushing game," Clarkson added. "but we also couldn’t
develop our medium range passing game, which is very
important to us offensively."

The second half SJSU collapse now puts the Spartans
in tenuous position in the PCAA title chase.
Long Beach State and Fresno State are tied with
unblemished 2-0 records, while Utah State is a half-game
back at 2-1. The Spartans are a full game back at 1-1.
The 49ers still must play the Bulldogs and Aggies.
while Fresno State has the Spartans and Long Beach State
yet to play.
The Spartans tackle Fresno State next week and Utah
State in the final regular season contest on Nov. 20 at
Spartan Stadium.
Next week’s Homecoming Game against the
Bulldogs, as well as the rest of SJSU’s conference games,
is essentially a must -win situation for the Spartans.

SPARTAGUIDE

HOWIE AND HIS BARNYARD PALS
HOW’S
0,1

The Nurses Christian Fellowship will have a Bible
study at 3:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
more information, call 995-5843.

The Mecha Organization will have a Chicano study
group from 5 to 9 p.m. today in the Wahlquist Library, rm.
10.

The Campus Christian Center will have a Bible Study
on 1 Corinthians from 12 to 1 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more information, can Norb Firnha ber at 298-0204.

The Public Relations Student Society of America will
sponsor a seminar titled "Creative Careers in PR" at
noon tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan Room. For more
information, call Jerry Cashman at 244-7290.

The United Campus Christian Ministry will have a
fellowship supper from 5:30 to 7 p.m. tomorrow at Jonah’s
Wail, San Carlos at South 10th streets. For more information, call Natalie Sniras at 298-0204.

Bernhard Quatember of the University of Innsbruck.
Innsbruck, Austria, will speak on "VLSI -aspects of the
interconnection network design for large-scale
multiprocessor systems" from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
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The film version of "Oedipus the King" will be
presented by the Humanities Club at 6 p.m. tomorrow in
the S.U. Montalvo Room. For more information call 2267902.
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Dr. Triloki Parday will speak on land problems
Pi Sigma Alpha will sponsor a talk by a represenamong contemporary Southwestern Indians at 8 p.m.
today in the Engineering Building, rm. 154. The event is tative for Gov. Jerry Brown at noon today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For more information call 295-6962.
sponsored by the Anthropology Department.
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Rep. Norman Mineta will speak at 2:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Umunhum Room. The talk will be sponsored by
Delta Sigma Pi, a coed professional fraternity.
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The Associated Students of SJSU invite students to
attend the San Jose City Council meeting at 7 p.m.
tomorrow night to fight for closure of San Carlos Street.
The Shoto-Kan Karate Club will have training days For more information, call 277-3201.
from 4 to 5 p.m. today and every Monday. Tuesday and
Thursday in Royce Hall. For more information, call Carol
The Campus Crusade for Christ will meet at 7:15 p.m.
Hernandez at 629-0421.
tomorrow in the Associated Students Council Chambers.
For more information, call Rich de Give at 280-5012.
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tomorrow in the Engineering Building, rm. 150. For more
information, call Judy James at 277-2485.
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"On the Line," a film by National Semiconductor, will
be presented at 7 p.m. tomorrow in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The Sierra Club will present a slide show titled
"Tahoe-Yosemite Trail" at 7:30p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For more information, call Gwen
Durning at 277-8222.
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The Department of Chemistry will sponsor "Allyl
chemically bonded stationary phase for HPLC," a
seminar directed by Sally Swedberg, from 1:30 to 2:20
p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall, rm. 505.

The Western Artists Guild of SJSU will sponsor a
conversation with Eric Hoffman at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the S.U. Almaden Room. For more information call
Deborah Carmain at 723-8594.
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Author discusses weapons stockpile
Centained horn page 1

strike potential. If our super -efficient missiles can
wipe out theirs in one strike, there is no longer any
validity in deterrence, according to Aldridge.
It was this realization that led Aldridge to resign
in protest from Lockheed. a major military contractor, in February 1973
At that time, Aldridge had been leading a team
of design engineers on refining Trident missiles. As
he worked with re-entry systems and maneuvering
warheads, he realized that a more aggressive
nuclear policy was unfolding.
Since he resigned from Lockheed. Aldridge, who
graduated magna cum laude from SJSU with a B.A.
in aeronautical engineering, has spent nine years
researching, writing and lecturing on the United
States’ defense policy.
Aldridge said that the United States is largely
responsible for the escalating arms race.
Nuclear age era
"In the beginning of the nuclear age." he said,
"The U.S. held a first -strike capability and used it
ion Hiroshima and Nagasaki). Then the bomb was
used politically to overrun the U.S.S.R. When the
Russians got the bomb, the deterrent policy began to
take place."
Now, the United States would like to regain firsttrike capability

He cited past and present moves by presidential
administrations and defense departments as proof.
For instance, former Secretary of Defense James
Schlesinger’s doctrine of selectivity and flexibility,
which translates into the concept of limited nuclear
war and justifies the development of accurate
missiles.
Former President Nixon would not consider a
ban on multiple individually -targeted re-entry
vehicles (MIRV’s) during the SALT negotiations. A
MIRV is a device that disperses the many warheads
in a single missile in such a way that not all the
warheads can be intercepted before they strike. It
assures destruction.
On Oct. 1, 1981, President Reagan announced his
five-prong "modernization- plan to develop space
warfare ability, accurate missiles and bombers,
submarine warfare capabilities, ballistic missile and
bomber defense and to upgrade the controlling
computer system. This outline, Aldridge said, is
exactly the plan he presented in his book that
comprises first -strike capability.
As a result, Aldridge said, "second-strike
counterforce equals first -strike capability."
Why does the Pentagon insist in perpetuating the
arms race?
Aldridge said "money." War is business, and the

production of bombs and missiles creates jobs and
profit. A strong, aggressive defense also protects
U.S. business interests in foreign countries. The
nuclear threat allows American businessmen to move
freely around the world without Soviet interference.
Others suffer
But there are others who suffer.
"It’s what the Third World calls imperialism,"
Aldridge said. After World War II, he continued, "the
U.S. made inroads into a lot of countries. United
States businesses could go in and have a very good
business climate to operate in. Look around in the
stores now. It’s very seldom that you see anything
made in the United States. It’s made in Taiwan,
made in Brazil, the Phillippines, South Korea, places
like that where they can get very cheap labor.
"We’re also using the good land. Dole moved
most of their pineapple plantations from Hawaii to
the Phillippines because they could get the land
cheaper there, and get labor cheaper."
Our mining interests in Africa. he said, are
essential to the military. Minerals and metals such
as cobalt and titanium are necessary to weapons
production and Africa is the largest available source.
The highest rate of deforestation by lumbering
occurs in the Phillippines, he said. The bare land
which is bring washed away by floods cannot support

crops. Most of the lumber is shipped to Japan and the
United States. The rich exploit the poor, in other
words, according to Aldridge.
START
Aldridge lectures in an effort to educate. The
Strategic Arms Reduction Talks negotiations, he
said, were forced on Reagan by public outcry, and
the Bilateral Nuclear Freeze initiative is still another
step.
"The trouble right now is twofold." Aldridge
said. "many people feel a hopelessness. They feel
that they cannot do anything about the arms race),
that it is too big for them. They live with the bomb
and do the best they can. Also there’s a resistance to
change. Americans don’t want to give up the affluent
lifestyle.
"(The necessary changes) would be conserving,
not wasting so much, not throwing so much away.
The plan is going to be management of resources and
adequate distribution. You hear of people starving.
It’s not because there’s not enough food, it’s because’
the food is not distributed. The food is where the
money is."
The money is poured into military projects at a
rate of $11,600 every two seconds, Aldridge said.
"We’re in the belly of the beast. It’s business."
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PARKING
Continued nom page 1

closing San Carlos Street and leasing the dirt lot
to the university would be the most likely plans adopted by
the council.

decided

The committee was formed Wednesday after the City
Council ordered the city staff to work with SJSU to find
solutions to the parking situation.
Originally 16 people from the city. SJSU police, the
administration and the A.S., met ins "preliminary brainstorming" session, according to J. Handel Evans,
executive vice president.

Stephanie Deer at a meeting last month

San Ah’fai

StUdents ’not afraid’ of experienced politicians

Musil and Duer said
they will present the
council with a resolution
unanimously passed by the
A.S. board of directors last
week calling for the
closure.
According to Ed
Nemetz. SJSU traffic
manager. 238 spaces would
be gained by closing San
Carlos Street from Fourth
to 10th streets.
Last week, the A.S. del
no lobbying before the
meeting, Duer said.
The only A.S. voice was
an effort by Musil to recite
a resolution passed by the
A.S. board that called for a
reduction in parking fees
from $1.50 to 50 cents.
But Mayor Janet Gras
Hayes interrupted the
recitation and called it "not
necessary."
Musil then sat down.
Duer said she was
intimidated by the council
last week.

"But I’m not so afraid
anymore."
she said.
"They’re not necessarily a
whole lot more brighter
than us: they’re just more
experienced."
Duer said tomorrow
night, she and Musil will
"use our five minutes a
little more effectively."
"We’re not going to tell
them what we’re going to
say before we say it," she
said.
Doer said Hayes cut
Musil off because members
of the board already had
the resolution urging the
fee reduction.
But the resolution
calling for the closure of
San Carlos street will not

be presented until the
meeting, Duer said.
"We were new at this,"
she said. "I assume I could
go in there and be
straightforward and honest
and say. ’this is what we
need.’ But I forgot there
was a lot of politics."
"I had this kind of ideal
of what a City Council
should be like," she said.
Duer said she was
disappointed that Mayorelect Tom McEnery, who
represents the downtown
district, was reading the
newspaper and talking on
the telephone during the
meeting and that council
members were walking
around

Duer said she and
Musil will try to gain
support beforehand from
City Council members and
the city staff.
About 110 students
attended the last meeting
but nearly 70 were required
to for class assignments.
Duer said about 60
students attending for a
journalism class were
patronized by the board
and not taken seriously.
"But we have to show
we care," she said.
Duer said 100 to 200
atrequesting
fliers
be
will
tendance
distributed on campus and
in the dormitories.
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That and the subsequent meetings were barred to the
press.
Duer said the committee also discussed leasing the
area under Interstate 280 overpass and Vine Street to the
university.
But neither the city nor the university can afford the
expense of shuttling drivers the mile to SJSU. she said.
A proposal to use the fairground and Municipal
Stadium parking lots was also rejected because of the
shuttle expense, Duer said.
The committee also rejected removing the residential
parking -only status of streets bordering SJSU, she said,
but felt the off-campus community is too influential with
the City Council.
Alternative transportation plans were also considered. Duer said, but the university already has an
extensive plan in effect with little response from students.
Duer said re-striping nearby streets to diagonal
parking is still being considered.

A.S. vows better preparation
in City Council fight on parking
By Dan Nakaso
Associated Students
directors Stephanie Duer
and Robert Musil said they
will be better prepared
tomorrow when they appear before the City
Council for the second time
in two weeks to lobby
council
members
on
closing San Carlos Street to
ease SJSU’s parking
situation.

IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR!
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